By Rafael A. Martinez

The Student Center has fired two cleaners, canceled plans for phase two painting and called off the Street Fair after a cost-sharing plan for the Accounting Unit was rejected by the student members of the College Association last May.

“The major program to get terminated was Street Fair,” said Carl Aylman, director of student life. “It was a big ticket one line item, so by just striking out Street Fair there was a $10,000 savings.”

Street Fair is the spring version of the fall semester’s Club Fair, where clubs promote themselves by setting up games and events on 2nd Street between Lexington and Third Avenues. This is the first time that Street Fair has been canceled in its 14-year history.

“It is the culminating major event for the Spring Semester. It is the last big event that takes place on the campus where somewhere in the vicinity of 2,000-3,000 people are in attendance. It is regrettable that it was canceled,” added Aylman.

The programs were taken out of the Student Center budget. Graduate Student Association, Evening Session Student Government, Day Session Student Government, and an elected student representative voted against the cost-sharing plan. At the budget meeting last May, the first issue on the agenda was an agreement sharing the cost of the accounting unit because it would impact the budgets of the government, media, athletic board and student center. No agreement was reached, instead, the solution they came up with was...let’s charge it to the student center,” said Aylman.

According to Ronald Aaron, associate dean of students, the Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation which is funded by the bookstore and cafeterias was used to pay for the accounting unit.

In 1990, former DSSG president Sean Mason and other student members of the College Association voted to have the AEC pay security cost for the student center.

At one point the AEC could do that because of a large cash reserve, said Aaron, but the reality is that the AEC could not pick up both security and accounting unit costs, thus the school’s administration was forced to start cutting the College Association’s budget to pay for the accounting unit.

“Street Fair is an important event,” said Simon Herelle, president of the D.B.S.C. “It is something that gets the largest cross-section of participation for the entire year. Street Fair will be enhanced.”

The president of the Asian Student Association, Louis Wong, said “It’s very important, look at last year’s street fair and this year’s club fair and you see what all the hoopla is about.
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President Outlines Goals and Achievements in Address

By Farah Gehy

On Thursday, October 29, President Matthew Goldstein, delivered a state of the college address in the auditorium at 17 Lexington Avenue, highlighting the hardships caused by the City University of New York’s budget cuts and the future direction of the college.

“The state has cut appropriations to the City University, making it difficult to function in some areas, even at the fundamental level,” said Goldstein, referring to the $74.2 million cut CUNY faced in the spring of 1993. The cut led to this semester’s tuition increase and the four million dollar budget cut Baruch had to implement.

“This resulted in our not being able to appoint a number of valued employees, having to refetch a few positions and to increase class sizes - placing heavy burdens on faculty, counselors and other support staff,” said Goldstein.

Goldstein went on to congratulate the school’s support staff on their work in registration, department offices and building and grounds operations. “I know I speak for our faculty and students when I say I am very appreciative,” he said.

He also spoke of the “dramatic tuition increase which came into effect this semester and told faculty and staff members not to forget the hardships of students. “So many are on very tight budgets. For them, every raise in college costs means doing without a necessity somewhere else.”

“I come to you this afternoon instead of the Baruch College, I make it your head of faculty,
In return he congratulated the faculty for “the recognition just paid by Businessweek in listing the Baruch MBA program as one of 20 across the country distinguished on the basis of quality and value.”

Another recognized achievement listed was Forbes magazine, which earlier this year listed Baruch among the 10 most prominent business programs in the country.

These are two important indicators of the national reputation enjoyed by our school of Business and Public Administration,” Goldstein recognized the caliber of Baruch’s students by saying: “Baruch students are the future of New York and the future of America.”

Last year, the school’s portfolio of sponsors exceeded $3 million for the first time, said Goldstein.

The Baruch Fund, Goldstein said, accepted his recommendation and supplied the school with a “fair and reasonable amount of money” to establish the Funded Research Incentive Award.

This grant, if implemented, would allow faculty and others to come forward with proposals that are ready to be submitted to a recognized funding agency for federal support for fundamental research.

I applaud the optimism. I hope, as he said, we will make up for the terrible losses,” said Walter Reichman, chairman of the psychology department. “It is an indication of the kind, of the future, therefore, I have hopes for the future.

I hope that President Goldstein continues to acknowledge students in his future.
Tucker Takes

Summer Business Internships

The 1993 summer internships in investment banking, corporate law, management consulting and accounting. The objective of this program, from the Sponsor for Educational Opportunity, is to introduce outstanding college men and women from minority backgrounds to the above career on the basis of proven academic ability, extracurricular activities, work experience, interpersonal skills and maturity.

The programs are open to undergraduates only. Overwhelming majority of students selected must have a GPA of at least 3.0. The accounting programs limited to accounting majors who have completed a minimum of three accounting courses scoring a B or better.

Musical Excursion

Conversational and Writing Skills Workshops

Participants who wish to improve their language, conversational or writing skills are invited to attend the CUNY-wide Conversational Club which meets every Tuesday, 1-2:30 in Rm. 1112, 17 Lexington Ave. The Placement Office (Pass Office) of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences will offer the following workshops:

Liberal Arts Workshop for Freshmen

The Curriculum Guidance Office of the School of Liberal and Sciences will offer the following workshops: Liberal Arts Freshman Workshop on Curriculum Thursday, December 1, 1992 at 10:00 a.m.

The workshop will be held in Rm. 106, 17 Lexington Ave. Liberal Arts students and those interested in a liberal arts major who have 28 credits or less. The basic curriculum and other curriculum subjects will be discussed. For more information stop by the Curriculum Guidance Office in Rm. 1580, 17 Lexington Ave. or call 387-1180.

Graduate Programs in CUNY

Students are invited to attend the CUNY wide Graduate School Open House scheduled for Friday, November 13th from 3-6 p.m. The event will be held at the 17th floor of the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, 33 West 42nd Street between 5th and 6th Avenues. Representatives from each CUNY senior college campus offering graduate programs will be available to meet with you.

Golden Key Membership Deadline

Students who have been invited to join the Golden Key National Honor Society are reminded that the deadline for submitting membership applications is November 20th. Students who mail in membership materials after this date will not be able to have their names included in the printed program that will be distributed at the Friday, November 24th ceremony scheduled for 6:15 p.m. in the Baruch College Auditorium, 17 Lexington Avenue.

Deep Budget Cuts Hurt Baruch

By Fanch Geby

The current budget cuts implemented because of the decrease in enrollment, particularly in the spring, Baruch College is facing many cutbacks in its schools and departments.

The Chancellor and Public Administration's budget has been cut from $18.0 million to $12.7 million. The unemployment rate has increased this year, said Michael Zavelle, vice-president of administration.

With a $3.1 million cut, the Business School had an increase in the number of students and faculty this academic year. According to Dean Francis Connelly, the school has hired equivalent faculty members. An equivalent faculty member is one who would have been an equivalent faculty member last year with four less students and four less sections in each class, said Connolly.

The lock of Golden Key members that have previously applied for membership.

Students who have been invited to join the Golden Key National Honor Society are reminded that the deadline for submitting membership applications is November 20th. Students who mail in membership materials after this date will not be able to have their names included in the printed program that will be distributed at the Friday, November 24th ceremony scheduled for 6:15 p.m. in the Baruch College Auditorium, 17 Lexington Avenue.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

Currently, 362 Summer Internships are available for qualified college freshmen, sophomores and juniors. JAG Officer Attorney internships are also available for qualified law school students. For more information call Captain Sammell at 516-228-3682.

By Raesha Lyn Moorman

The Baruch Bookstore gift card, which will be available in the bookstore, will allow students to purchase textbooks and other materials at a reduced price. The gift card will be available in the bookstore and online at the Baruch College website.

The gift card can be used for textbooks, which previously had to be purchased with cash. The gift card will be available in various denominations, ranging from $10 to $500.

By David Williams

The Baruch College Bookstore gift card is a convenient way to purchase textbooks and other materials at a reduced price. The gift card can be used in the bookstore or online at the Baruch College website.

Applicants must be enrolled in a CUNY course and have a valid CUNY ID. The gift card will be issued on the same day as the purchase.

The gift card can also be used to purchase textbooks and other materials at a reduced price. The gift card can be used in the bookstore or online at the Baruch College website.

The gift card can be used to purchase textbooks and other materials at a reduced price. The gift card can be used in the bookstore or online at the Baruch College website.

Goldstein Speech

"The budget cuts have hurt Baruch. The $1.4 million remains, and we must find four hours a week in one section, and $1.1 million for the next year.

The Department of Psychology has gone through a dramatic change. The introduction of Psychology courses, which previously had 20 sections that met for four hours per week, will now be offered in one section, and 250 adjuncts were not reappointed this semester."

"This situation is terrible. Students are forced to sit in a large, dim auditorium for 100 minutes with almost no direct interaction with instructors," said Daphne Leroy. "This is not conducive to learning." Of the 250 adjuncts teaching in the fall, seven are.
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Street Fair, the largest and most popular event of the spring semester has been canceled, dealing yet another blow to the already suffering student life at Baruch College. This time though, the blow was dealt, not by the administration, but by the student representatives who sat last year’s College Association Board meeting.

In a frenzy to protect the budgets of the day, evening and graduate governments, the so-called student representatives decided that they would not share in paying the cost of the Student Services Accounting Unit, but would let the Student Center carry the burden by itself.

That would be a really good idea, except that the Student Center is already suffering from the same fiscal problems as the rest of the college and it just does not have the money available to pay for the Accounting Unit and student event at the same time.

Now, the current members of the Association can deal with the problem in a number of ways.

One, they can do a President Bush and ignore the problem, hoping that the funding for the City University of New York will improve within the next year. But given the current economy, that wouldn’t be prudent.

Two, the students can agree to an increase in student activity fees to pay for the Accounting Unit, but given that most students can’t afford to buy their own books it is doubtful that they are going to go along with that idea.

Three, the Student Center can raise money to supplement its budget by charging 

Four, the students on the College Association board can approve the cost sharing plan.

In a frenzy to protect the budgets of the day, evening and graduate governments; the real suffering of the student body is being ignored. But the students who sit on these boards and others in the school are aware of it, and they are not happy. They will look for a way to make the student body feel better about the situation.

The management of the Student Center needs to take a look at the situation and try to find a way to make the student body feel better about the situation. They need to find a way to make the student body feel better about the situation.

The management of the Student Center needs to take a look at the situation and try to find a way to make the student body feel better about the situation. They need to find a way to make the student body feel better about the situation.

The management of the Student Center needs to take a look at the situation and try to find a way to make the student body feel better about the situation. They need to find a way to make the student body feel better about the situation.
The Revolutionaries

Sign of the Times

By Randall Anderson

Twice a week, on a weekday morning, I would make my way to a local comic book store and find myself in the same small section filled with the same fanatics and the same favorite comics. This was every week... that is, until recently.

Portions of this ritual are the same every week: arriving home with a shopping list and buying comics that I've been eyeing for months. Yet, there's a noticeable difference this week... it's not a book this time. It's a newspaper.

My friend and I have been attending this event for years, and we've seen the changes in our community. The world has changed, and so have we. We've seen the rise of social media, the decline of print media, and the shift from print to digital. But one thing hasn't changed: our love for comics.

Comics: Art, Junk or Wealth?

By Erik Kalbfleisch

I was writing an article about my neighborhood, and I needed some additional information. So, I decided to visit the local library. When I got there, I was surprised to find that it was closed. It was an early Sunday morning, and the library was standing empty. I asked myself why the library was closed, and I figured it was because the people who work there had the weekend off.

I decided to check out other libraries, but I found that they were all closed. Some of the librarians even told me that the library was closed because the local government had cut funding for libraries.

Respect

Continued from p. 5

C. Christian DeVitt, president of the two branches, had an ambitious plan for one of its AFRICAN-AMERICAN AFRICAN AMERICAN African American News. He plans to expand the newspaper's coverage and attract more advertisers.

“Also found out that 11 branches had closed in the last 4 years. Why this happened, and why

About the kids who want to go down to the library. What about the kids who want to go to the library after school? After school, when

Mr. Christian DeVitt, president of the two branches, had an ambitious plan for his African American News. He plans to expand the newspaper's coverage and attract more advertisers.

The main reason why an African American newspaper fails is because of the competition from the mainstream media. The African American News has been forced to compete with major newspapers, such as the New York Times and the Washington Post, which have more resources and a larger audience.

In order to survive, the African American News must focus on its core audience and offer high-quality content.
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By Heidi Henle

In addition to Halloween decorations in the Faculty Lounge there were treats and a few tricks for students and faculty alike as the final two weeks of October began on October 22, 1992 to hear Annette Fuentes, retired viewpoinst editor for New York Newsday, give a lecture and answer an important question. Do Op-Eds and editorials shape public opinion?

irst, Fuentes introduced the book she had recently written. A book both literally and figuratively. Fuentes explained how editorials reflect "the position of the paper collectively on an important question". Referring to the separation of news and church and state to describe the existence of both hard and soft news, "I said we try to maintain a separation between news and hard news," said Fuentes, citing the distinction between reporters and the Op-Ed staff. She used the example of the separation of church and state to describe the separation of comments made in editorials and Op-Eds. "It's good that we have a diversity of approaches in journalism," added Fuentes. "It's the way you generate it," she said.

Fuentes described the hardship of writing on both sides of a story. The newspaper disputes against Mayor Dinkins, with the Paterson Renaissance Association President Bill Carson, "in which every time the mayor was in a meeting we were in the paper," said Fuentes. He also encouraged other efforts to do the same. "To this newspaper Newsday had to find other avenues for achieving balance. To police officers proved to be somewhat successful, according to Fuentes.

Journalism professors strictly adhere to the principles of objectivity. Annette Fuentes objectively. "Opinion pieces are not cut and dry," said Fuentes. "When writing a piece you have certain liability." A writer and editor must be particularly sensitive to language, style, and ethics terms as well as other tastes. The bigger picture, said Fuentes. "If you generate controversy you're fair game; it's the way you generate it," she said.

The gathering at the faculty lounge expressed opinions at Fuentes' lecture. Prof. Alisa Solomon, who invited Fuentes to speak said that she thought Fuentes' example referred to the separation of news and church and state to describe the separation of comments made in editorials and Op-Eds. "It's the way you generate it," she said.

Fuentes said "I don't think there is anything that can be called objective journalism in how to edit news," referring to the separation of news and church and state to describe the separation of comments made in editorials and Op-Eds. "We try to maintain a separation between news and hard news," said Fuentes, citing the distinction between reporters and the Op-Ed staff. She used the example of the separation of church and state to describe the separation of comments made in editorials and Op-Eds. "It's good that we have a diversity of approaches in journalism," added Fuentes. "It's the way you generate it," said Fuentes.

Editors of the Op-Ed section stress subjectivity.

Fuentes said "I don't think there is anything that can be called objective journalism in how to edit news," referring to the separation of news and church and state to describe the separation of comments made in editorials and Op-Eds. "We try to maintain a separation between news and hard news," said Fuentes, citing the distinction between reporters and the Op-Ed staff. She used the example of the separation of church and state to describe the separation of comments made in editorials and Op-Eds. "It's good that we have a diversity of approaches in journalism," added Fuentes. "It's the way you generate it," said Fuentes.

"We have to stay back and look at the bigger picture," said Fuentes. "There is a larger issue of responsibility to the audience at stake. The L.A. Times an example of what can happen when you ignore the audience at stake. The L.A. Times an example of what can happen when you ignore the audience at stake. The L.A. Times an example of what can happen when you ignore the audience at stake. The L.A. Times an example of what can happen when you ignore the audience at stake. The L.A. Times an example of what can happen when you ignore the audience at stake.

Prof. Charles Riley, who attended Fuentes' lecture, said that he thought Fuentes' example referred to the separation of news and church and state to describe the separation of comments made in editorials and Op-Eds. "It's the way you generate it," said Fuentes. "It's the way you generate it," said Fuentes.
The Real Drama in Business

By Bernard W. Williams

How does a small theater survive in this environment? That’s the question that has...
Give a Can, Feed the Hungry

By NVadia Correia

According to the article "The Phoenix Project" in the April 13th, 1987 issue of Time magazine, approximately 10,000 homeless and hungry men and women visit New York City soup kitchens every weekend in search of food. The feasibility exists that this figure can be understood when one takes into consideration the severity of the current recession. Simultaneously, a great amount of food goes to waste daily. Therefore, the situation is one of great number of nutritious and hungry people with nothing to eat while on the other there are those with too much to eat. Regrettably, the former outnumber the latter.

The plight of the homeless and hungry is huge in our City. For this reason, The American Marketing Association (AMA), Beta Alpha Psi, Day School Student Government (DSSG), Hiton Cultural Society, Jewish Student Alliance (JSA), Purdue Chapter for Involvement, Development, and Enlightenment (PRED), Royal Taca Society, Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), The Ticker and The Office of Student Affairs have decided to conduct an on-campus Canned Food Drive from October 19th to November 25th for City Harvest, Inc. City Harvest is a 10-year-old New York City non-profit organization that relies on food drives and donations over food banks from community colleges to help the homeless and hungry.

Not when you realize that your retirement can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want to build a secure tomorrow when you have time and service that spans 75 years. City Harvest is a 10-year-old New York City non-profit association that distributes nearly four million pounds of food free of charge to soup kitchens, homeless shelters and senior citizen homes like the Jackie Robinson Senior Center in Manhattan and other places where home.

Describe the most exciting thing about strip joints?

Romain Chabatou and Jared Stewart

"Just the sperm, just imagining what's under that. Always make sure you have a half and a good time."

Leslie Kibro and Chanelle

"Get the women naked. Know what I'm saying?"

Kathy Garcia, upper freshman

"It's the settlement of just seeing them in their panties and you build up fantasies in your head about what they will be like in a pleasurable way. Their bodies the face, oh God! It's exciting, all women, with every. The atmosphere is great, you get these men and they just build up these fantasies inside your head that one day you can have that hunk. That perfect guy standing right in front of your face."

Laurie Caropolo, upper freshman

"It's not the clothes and you build up fantasies in your head about what they will be like in a pleasurable way. Their bodies the face, oh God! It's exciting, all women, with every. The atmosphere is great, you get these men and they just build up these fantasies inside your head that one day you can have that hunk. That perfect guy standing right in front of your face."

Vince Joninettta, junior

"When the girl at the table dances in front of you, that's pretty fun. If somebody, you're there with your friends, you're there to see the girls. The girls are a way to be..."
Ants now they say the
pump is useless.

Meet with Program
5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Baruch College
New York City
212-1447-3920

for more information call:
Baruch College, Office of Graduate Admissions
212-447-3920

Kaplan first. We teach you exactly what the best
covers them and you the best trends strategies
will need to score the test. He uses teaching you
to think the best testers better than others.
For more information call 1-800-KAP-TEST.

Kaplan
The city University of New York
The lead singer of the "D-Rebels gets the house to rocking with some Vincentian tunes!"

Baruch's most beautiful women take the stage at the carnival.

I WILL HELP YOU WRITE...

*Papers
*Applications
*Proposals
*Letters
*Resumés
*Articles

DONORS WANTED!! $50.00

Sperm donors wanted for Midtown Clinic Total Anonymity

I am a college instructor/corporate trainer in writing and basic grammar.

Call 212 679-7602

Record Reviews

MC BRIDE & THE RIDE
Sacred Ground

By Danny Goodwin

They say that country music is making a comeback. Let us see how our heads are in proper so that this horse will pass over us.

If you think that one country and western song is the same as the rest,

you're right. Yes, we have the same sound from this album as everyone else, with the usual exceptions. The lead singer of the "D-Rebels gets the house to rocking with some Vincentian tunes!"
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Pat Metheny - Secret Story

My first experience listening to the new Pat Metheny album, Secret Story, was "What the hell is this?" I was so taken aback at first, I didn't even notice the album's cover. Now that I have listened to the entire CD, I look back at my first reaction, and realize that I should have taken the time to work this album as a whole. It is true to its essence, that I say, what the hell is this?

Other critics' dance tunes, "Free To Fear," "Bitch and God," and "Give All Your Love," "Give All Your Love" has a touch of their early days. This is a different Pat Metheny. The main thing is, their new album, "Secret Story," is a departure from their previous work. This new album is really a departure from their previous work. This new album is really a departure from their previous work. This new album is really a departure from their previous work. This new album is really a departure from their previous work. This new album is really a departure from their previous work. This new album is really a departure from their previous work.

The jazz tracks are not worth waiting for. Metheny sounds like he's trying to say something, he's trying to bring the gut urban experience, but it that enjoyment is lost. The album leaves you wanting more. Why that would be their next smash-hit. This song is reminisce with their long-time partner, Lewis A. Martine, this song will be their next release. However, "Angel" is a good representation of their style, the sound of sirens is a constant mainstay on top of the chaos. The self entitled album, "Exposed" is uncoordinated. It's drive without direction. The words "blown out" didn't even appear on this album. Nothing exciting about Pat Metheny's style is completely off center. The listener is therefore exposed to a whole new world. Memes have no lyrical hook line that might be a indication of the caliber of his album. "The Producer" does the vocals in mid-November it will hit the airwaves like a bomb. For this track to be competed with "Disc Jockey," a reggae artist, in the hard core rap top trio. Once again, The Coasters will be able to perform in front of the others. For the purposes of this essay, I will limit my discussion to the following criteria: The album leaves you wanting more.

The group is made up of experienced producers, and they have not been considered as a matter of fact, they have not. The Biv 10 crew are captured on this crisp collection. The main dish of this project is "1-10, a Classic Family Volume One." This is the best rappers! Corning straight from the streets. The topic range from alcohol standards. the new track, "All These Things," is soft and silly, nothing new is being done. The words "blown out" didn't even appear on this album. Pat Metheny sounds like he's trying to say something, he's trying to bring the gut urban experience, but it that enjoyment is lost. The album leaves you wanting more.
Support the
"ON-CAMPUS CANNED FOOD DRIVE"
AND
HELP FEED THE HOMELESS & HUNGRY OF N.Y.C.
OCTOBER 19 THRU NOVEMBER 25 1992

WHERE IS YOUR CAN GOING?
To City Harvest, a non profit organization that distributes canned food, or dry goods to soup kitchens, homeless shelters ,senior citizens homes, day care ect.

Sponsored by:
American Marketing Association
Beta Alpha Psi
Day Session Student Government
Haitian Cultural Society
Jewish Student Alliance
P.R.I.D.E.
Retail Trade Society
Society for Human Resource Management
The Ticker
Office of Student Life

Bins to drop off canned food are located at:
The 18th st. building lobby
Student Center lobby
23rd. St. and 24th St. buildings Lobby
5th Floor cafeteria 26th st. building